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Abstract—This paper addresses Information-Centric Networks, and considers in-network caching specifically for Named
Data Networking (NDN) architectures, and departs from forwarding algorithms which primarily use links that have been
selected by the routing protocol for probing and forwarding.
We propose a novel adaptive forwarding strategy using reinforcement learning with the random neural network (NDNFSRLRNN), which leverages the routing information and actively
seeks new delivery paths in a controlled way. Our simulations
indicate that NDNFS-RLRNN achieves better delivery performance and lower overhead, than a strategy that uses fixed paths
from the routing layer.
Index Terms—Information Centric Networks, NDN, Cognitive
Packet Networks, Random Neural Networks

I. I NTRODUCTION
Information-Centric Networking (ICN) treats content as
fundamental by naming and addressing data objects at the
network level, which is a significant departure from the Internet’s host-centic architecture. This enables ICN to naturally
support features like in-network caching and many-to-many
communication which can be essential in meeting the current
predominant use of the Internet [1], [2].
This paper focuses on Named Data Networking (NDN)
[3], one of the prominent ICN approaches. In NDN, requests
are sent in Interest packets, while Data packets carry the
requested contents; both packets carry the name or identification of the desired data object. An Interest is uniquely
identified by its name and nonce values, where the nonce is
randomly generated by the requesting application. An NDN
node maintains three main data structures for implementing
the forwarding plane: a content store (CS) which acts as
a cache for Data packets, a pending interest table (PIT)
which keeps track of unanswered requests, and a forwarding
information base (FIB) which maps reachable name prefixes
to outgoing interfaces. The FIB is updated by a name-based
routing protocol.
The NDN architecture differs significantly from most of
the other ICN proposals because it incorporates an intelligent
forwarding plane through its strategy module. The strategy
module is a program defined for each prefix in the FIB,
which makes forwarding decisions for Interest forwarding. It
is expected to leverage on both the routing information in the
FIB and the observed packet delivery measurements in making

adaptive decisions. An important benefit of this layer is that it
can relax the stringent convergence and correctness demands
on the routing layer. An NDN node matches an Interest, using
the content name, in the CS, PIT and FIB, in that order. A
match in the FIB results in the strategy being called upon
to decide the Interest’s next hop. Data packets are sent along
the reverse paths used by their corresponding Interest packets,
following the states in the PITs.
For scalability and practicality reasons, the name-based
routing protocol in NDN can only announce and monitor
paths leading to the actual content sources and designated
repositories, thus leaving the responsibility of exploiting the
in-network caching capability, which is important for delivering the design goals of NDN, entirely to the forwarding
strategy. However, most of the proposals for the strategy layer,
including the algorithm currently adopted by the NDN project,
follow a ”monitor-the-routing-paths” approach, whereby their
forwarding and probing actions are restricted to the links
suggested by the routing layer [4]–[7]. This approach limits
the strategy from exploiting local caches closer but outside
the routing paths.
Here, we develop a dynamic self-aware [8] strategy layer
for NDN architectures to offer fast content delivery using
local content stores, and we also keep the existing capabilities
of the routing layer. The NDN strategy module that we
implement exploits the Random Neural Network (RNN) [9]
with Reinforcement Learning, similar to the Cognitive Packet
Network (CPN) [10], [11]. An overlay network with a similar
scheme is described in [12].
The next section reviews previous work, while Section III
presents a reinforcement learning algorithm for the RNN [13].
The NDN forwarding strategy using reinforcement learning
with the RNN (NDNFS-RLRNN) is detailed in Section IV,
and its performance evaluation is reported in Section V.
Conclusions and future work are discussed in Section VI.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Simple strategies have been proposed for and tested in
NDN. Forwarding an Interest along all the interfaces suggested by the routing layer excluding the interface the Interest
arrives on, also called the multicast strategy was proposed
in [4]. The best route strategy [5] forwards interests using

the available upstream with the lowest routing costs. The
current NDN strategy [3], [6], [14] combines interface ranking
and colour classification in order to decide where to forward
Interests. Interfaces suggested by the routing protocol are first
classified using a colour scheme according to how well they
are known to return Data, then the interfaces are ranked in
each class using some metric, usually the SRTT. The forwarding logic is to use the highest ranked available interface in the
best possible classification. Interest NACKs were introduced
in NDN to address the inefficiencies that result from the
dangling states in the PIT caused by unsatisfied Interests.
When it cannot forward nor satisfy an Interest, an NDN
router responds with an Interest NACK; the Interest NACK
also carries a code describing the reasons. Therefore, Interest
NACKs can help the network to quickly and informedly detect
faults and, when possible, try other forwarding options.
To eliminate undetected loops in NDN, the Strategy for Interest Forwarding and Aggregation with Hop-Counts (SIFAH)
was proposed in [7]. In SIFAH, a node accepts to forward an
Interest packet only if there exists, based on distance information to the content source, a neighbour node that moves the
packet closer to the content. The distance information used in
SIFAH is the number of hops to the content repository and it
is provided to the forwarding plane by the routing protocol.
While SIFAH guarantees a correct forwarding strategy, it
achieves this by limiting the dynamism of the forwarding
plane in making adaptive decisions. In addition, the conditions
it uses for loop detection, and therefore for forwarding Interests, are sufficient conditions. This means that an interface
can fail these conditions and yet not lead to an Interest loop
being formed. Hence, the possibility of unnecessarily denying
service to Interests exists.
There is also a class of strategies, referred to as the
multipath forwarding strategies [15]–[17], that dynamically
assign each interface of an NDN router a forwarding weight or
probability per name prefix, which determines the proportion
of request traffic sent on each interface. The main aim here
is to achieve good load balancing and manage congestion in
the network.
In our work, we propose implementing the strategy module
of the NDN architecture using an online learning algorithm.
Reinforcement learning has been previously proposed for the
NDN forwarding strategy. In [18] the multi-armed bandits
strategy (MABS) is developed that assumes no knowledge of
path information from the routing layer. Rather than leverage
on routing information, requests are flooded when no learning
has occurred. INFORM presented in [19] and inspired by the
Q-routing algorithm [20], adopts a more similar approach to
ours by leveraging on the routing layer. INFORM alternates
between exploration and exploitation phases when making
forwarding decisions. In the initial exploration phase when no
learning has occurred, a received Interest is sent using the best
interface according to the information in the FIB and a copy
of the Interest is also sent on a randomly selected interface.
The same actions are repeated in subsequent exploration
phases except that the best interface is the one learnt by

TABLE I
N OTATION FOR THE RNN MODEL
Notation
k(t)
ri
Λi
λi
p+ (i, j)
p− (i, j)
d(i)

Definition
State vector of the RNN at time t where ki (t) >= 0 is
the potential level of a neuron i in the network
Firing rate at neuron i
Arrival rate of positive exogenous signals at neuron i
Arrival rate of negative exogenous signals at neuron i
Probability that a signal leaving neuron i is excitatory
and heads for neuron j
Probability that a signal leaving neuron i is inhibitory
and heads for neuron j
Probability that a signal leaving neuron i departs the
network

the Q-learning algorithm. Only the best interface computed
after an exploration phase is used during the subsequent
exploitation phase. In these methods, the authors do not
address the possible inefficiencies that could be introduced
by the dangling states in the PIT and the handling of Interest
NACKs.
Our approach is inspired from the CPN routing protocol
which, in most of its implementations, employs a reinforcement learning algorithm using the RNN to establish and
maintain connections between network nodes. The algorithm
used has been shown to possess fast convergence properties
during an initial learning phase and good sensitivity to environmental changes [13], hence its success in CPN routing.
A comprehensive review of the variations, applications, and
performance evaluations of the CPN can be found in [21].
III. R EINFORCEMENT L EARNING AND THE R ANDOM
N EURAL N ETWORK
The RNN [22] is a neural network model where neurons
send and receive both positive and negative signals, which has
been extensively used for network routing and Cloud management [23]–[27]. The positive signals are called excitatory,
while the negative signals are called inhibitory.
Table I defines important notations for the RNN model.
Since there are no self-loop connections in the network, we
can write for each neuron i in an n-neuron network
n
X
[p(i, j) + d(i)] = 1,
(1)
j
+

where p(i, j) = p (i, j) + p− (i, j). It was shown in [28] that
the RNN model with exponential firing intervals and Poisson
exogenous signal arrivals has the product form soulution
p(k) =

n
Y

(1 − qi )qiki ,

(2)

i=1

qi =

λ+
i
,
(ri + λ−
i )

(3)

where p(k) = limt→∞ P r[k(t) = k], k = (k1 , k2 , ..., kn ),
is the network’s stationary probability distribution; qi is the
−
steady state probability that neuron i is excited. λ+
i and λi
represent the overall flow of positive and negative signals,

−
respectively, at neuron i. For i = 1, 2, ..., n, λ+
i and λi must
satisfy the following system of non-linear equations

λ+
i =

X

[qj rj p+ (j, i)] + Λi

(4)

j

λ−
i =

X

[qj rj p− (j, i)] + λi

(5)

j

For adaptive routing applications, the recurrent RNN model
is normally used. This RNN is fully connected and has as
many neurons as there are possible outgoing links at the node
it resides, that is, a neuron represents a possible forwarding
decision. The weight of each RNN connection (i, j) is the
emission rate of positive or negative signals from neuron i to
neuron j. That is,
w+ (i, j) = ri p+ (i, j),

w− (i, j) = ri p− (i, j)

Introducing the above expressions and assuming signals do
not leave the network (d(i) = 0), we can rewrite equation (1)
as
n
X
[w+ (i, j) + w− (i, j)] i = 1, 2, ..., n
(6)
ri =
i=1

The matrices of the weights of the connections W + =
{w+ (i, j)}, W − = {w− (i, j)}, are important parameters
whose values are continuously modified during the learning
process. The RNN is initialised with all weights being equal.
The pseudocode in Algorithm 1 illustrates how reinforcement
learning can be implemented using the RNN. The reinforcement learning algorithm used is based on the E-rule scheme
in [13] which assumes that a reward value can be estimated
for every decision. In this approach, the outcome of a previous
decision is compared with an internal expectation of the neural
network and the RNN receives reinforcement based on the
result of this comparison. The reinforcement can either be
positive if the outcome is considered a success, or negative
otherwise. A success leads to a significant increase in the
excitatory weights going into the corresponding neuron and
a small increase in the inhibitory weights leading to the
other neurons. Otherwise, the inhibitory weights of the neuron
assigned to the decision is significantly increased and the
excitatory weights into the remaining neurons are slightly
increased. This is shown in lines 1 − 12 of Algorithm 1.
At any given time, the neuron with the highest excitation
probability q is considered the best decision. Line 21 shows
how the excitation probabilities are estimated after the weights
are updated.
IV. NDN F ORWARDING WITH R EINFORCEMENT
L EARNING USING THE RNN
We present NDNFS-RLRNN that uses reinforcement learning with the RNN for the strategy module per prefix in
the NDN architecture, which operates with a form of smart
Opportunistic Communication [29], supported by a namebased routing protocol with online measurements from the
state recorded in the PIT. An RNN is created for each prefix

announced into the FIB by the routing protocol. An RNN
in the initial state only knows of the routing preferences
for its prefix and is yet to be updated by packet delivery
measurements. In this state, NDNFS-RLRNN’s forwarding
decisions will use the best interface according to the routing
layer. The RNN at the NDN router has as many neurons as
the number k of outgoing links of the router, and the RNN
has k 2 wights, and if the router has nD active destinations,
the router will have a total of nD RNNs to handle each of
the destinations, or a total of nD .k 2 entries. A conventional
routing table at the NDN router will have nS .nD .k entries
for nS active sources. Thus when nS > k, our scheme uses
a smaller data structure per router than a conventional NDN
scheme [30].
On the arrival of a Data packet, a reward value is computed for the arrival interface and used to update the RNN
as illustrated in Algorithm 1. The goal of our distributed
reinforcement learning is to minimise the delay for retrieving
contents, so we estimate reward using the RTT values. Let
T j I be the time an NDN router forwards an Interest along
an interface j and T j D be the arrival time of the Data packet
satisfying the Interest which also arrives on the same interface,
we can estimate the reward, Rj as the inverse of the RTT using
Rj = (T j D − T j I )−1

(7)

In applying the reinforcement learning algorithm, it is important to consider in this application that the links suggested
by the routing protocol offer better assurances on content
delivery. Therefore, only positive reinforcements are applied
to the neurons corresponding to these interfaces, ensuring
that alternative interfaces will be used only when they are
known to improve delivery. Also, whenever an entry in the
PIT expires without any response or the RNN receives no
updates for Tr time units, the learning algorithm reinitializes,
thereby falling back to the routing layer preferences.
For an updated RNN, the forwarding decision of NDNFSRLRNN is, excluding the arrival interface, with a high probability p only the interface corresponding to the most excited
neuron is used or with probability (1 − p) a probing decision
is made. Before explaining the probing process, we first
introduce the idea of marking an Interest packet for probing.
This means an Interest can be identified at the NDN routers
as either a “normal” Interest or a probe Interest. The probing
process involves sending two packets: the original Interest
which is sent along the best known interface and a copy
which is sent as a probe Interest on a randomly selected
interface. We impose that an NDN router only forwards a
probe Interest along the best known interface. The motivation
for this probing process is to control exploration in order to
reduce the possibility of unnecessarily using longer paths to
retrieve contents and to manage overhead.
In NDNFS-RLRNN, we have also adopted the use of
NACKS as in the current NDN. Clearly, the reward computation is explicit when the Interest is satisfied; but, this is not
the case when a NACK is returned or no response is received

before the Interest times out. In such cases, the reward can
be estimated as
Rj = [c(T − T j I )]−1

(8)

where T is the current time and c is a constant large enough
such that a negative reinforcement is applied.
V. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
In this section, we present initial evaluations of the performance of NDNFS-RLRNN through extensive simulations
using the ndnSim [31], an NS-3 based simulator which already
exists for NDN. For the simulations, we consider an NDNbased network connecting users to content servers. We use
the real topology Elibackbone shown in Figure 1 according
to the dataset in [32]. Each node receives external requests for
Algorithm 1 The RNN training process
INPUT: Tl−1 , W + , W − , internal expectation and weight
matrices before the l-th reward is received ; 0 < α < 1.
INPUT: Ri l , the l-th received reward obtained when the lth
decision was to select output link i.
OUTPUT: qi , ∀ i = 1, 2, ..n, the excitation probabilities for
an RNN with n neurons
1: if Ri l >= Tl−1 then
2:
/* l-th decision is a success*/
3:
for each neuron j in the RNN, j 6= i do
4:
w+ (j, i) ← w+ (j, i) + Ri l
5:
for each neuron k in the RNN, k 6= j do
Ri l
6:
w− (k, j) ← w− (k, j) + n−2
else
/* l-th decision is not a success*/
for each neuron j in the RNN, j 6= i do
w− (j, i) ← w− (j, i) + Ri l
for each neuron k in the RNN, k 6= j do
Ri l
12:
w+ (k, j) ← w+ (k, j) + n−2
7:

8:
9:
10:
11:

13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

/* Normalizing the weights */
for each neuron
Pn j in the RNN do
rj∗ ← m [w+ (j, m) + w− (j, m)]
for each neuron k in the RNN, k 6= j do
r
w+ (j, k) ← w+ (j, k) ∗ r∗j
j
r
w− (j, k) ← w− (j, k) ∗ r∗j
j

19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

/*solve the n non-linear simultaneous equations in (3) for
each 0 <= qj <= 1 */
/* We use a fixed-point iteration, starting with qj0 = 0.5
∀ j = 1, 2, ..., n */ P
k
+
m [qm w (m,j)]+Λj
qjk+1 ← min[1, rj +P
]
k
−
m [qm w (m,j)]+λj
/* Updating the internal expectation */
Tl ← αTl−1 + (1 − α)Rl /* α is to be chosen closer to
1 */

Fig. 1. Elibackbone topology. The network consists of 20 nodes and 30 links.

parameter, α at each node is randomly chosen in the range
[0.6, 1.2]. The cache capacity is fixed for each node at 10
data units and we investigate network performance [33] under
different catalogue sizes. The simulations begin with empty
caches at the nodes. We consider a single access router for the
network through which requests are served from the content
servers.
Furthermore, we compare NDNFS-RLRNN with the Adaptive SRTT-based Forwarding Strategy (ASF) [34] that uses
the upstream with the lowest measured SRTT and probes
alternative interfaces suggested in the FIB at intervals. The
length of a probing interval is chosen to be 3 seconds and
we install all possible routes in the FIB such that no loops
exist in the forwarding. We have considered a small probing
intervals for ASF to compare with a probing probability of
0.3 for NDNFS-RLRNN. The strategies are implemented per
content in the catalog.
Also, since the cache states in the network will influence
the performances of the strategies, we compare them under 3
different cache policies from the literature:
• Leave copy everywhere combined with LRU replacement
policy (LCE).
• Betweenness centrality policy and LRU (Betw): In Betw
[35], only the routers with the highest betweenness centrality values along the delivery path cache the content.
• ProbCache and LRU: Here routers cache content based
on some set probability. ProbCache [36] computes a
router’s caching probability by weighing the caching
capacity of the delivery path with the relative position
of the router along the path.
Finally, we measure and report the cache hit rate and the
network load per request. The cache hit rate only considers the
hits that actually satisfy the user requests; it is the proportion
of the requests arriving into the network which are satisfied
from the local caches. On the other hand, the network load or
overhead is evaluated as the total number of hops traversed
by the network packets, which includes Interests, Data and
NACK packets, per request sent into the network.
A. Results

contents at an average of 5 request packets per second with a
Poisson distribution. We model the requests according to the
Mandelbrot-Zipf (MZipf) distribution. The plateau parameter
for the distribution is fixed at p = 5.0 while the skew

We present some resuts in Figures 2 - 5. Each plot on
the graph represents the average value from 5 randomised
simulation runs which last for 400 seconds and the error bars
represent the standard deviations. Fig. 2, 3 and 4 compare
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Fig. 2. Cache hit rate performance of NDNFS-RLRNN and ASF under the
LCE and LRU cache policy for different catalogue sizes. The cache size
of each node is fixed at 10 data objects. Content popularity is modelled
according to the Mandelbrot-Zipf (MZipf) distribution with the settings, p =
5.0, α ∈ [0.6, 1.2]. The results reported are the average of 5 randomized
simulation runs.

Fig. 4. Cache hit rate performance of NDNFS-RLRNN and ASF under the
ProbCache and LRU cache policy for different catalogue sizes. The cache
size of each node is fixed at 10 data objects. Content popularity is modelled
according to the Mandelbrot-Zipf (MZipf) distribution with the settings, p =
5.0, α ∈ [0.6, 1.2]. The results reported are the average of 5 randomized
simulation runs.
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Fig. 3. Cache hit rate performance of NDNFS-RLRNN and ASF under the
Betw and LRU cache policy for different catalogue sizes. The cache size
of each node is fixed at 10 data objects. Content popularity is modelled
according to the Mandelbrot-Zipf (MZipf) distribution with the settings, p =
5.0, α ∈ [0.6, 1.2]. The results reported are the average of 5 randomized
simulation runs.

the cache hit performances of the considered strategies under
3 cache policies. We see that NDNFS-RLRNN delivers a
better performance than ASF under the considered cache
policies. Fig. 2 shows the hit rates achieved by the strategies
when the LCE policy is used at the NDN routers. Despite
the characteristic high redundancy and high eviction rate of
LCE, NDNFS-RLRNN still exploits the local caches better
than ASF which is restricted to the delivery paths according
to the FIB. Although, as the catalogue size increases and
caching becomes less effective, the improvement over ASF
reduces. Fig. 3 shows improved results generally as the cache
policy tries to cache packets at the most “central” nodes
along the delivery path. While Betw policy has reduced
redundancy compared with the LCE policy, the replacement
rates will be high at the most central nodes. Under these
conditions, compared with ASF, NDNFS-RLRNN delivers an
improvement between 31 − 42% with respect to the cache
hit rate. The ProbCache produces the best hit results for the
strategies as observed in Fig. 4 because it combines better
redundancy and eviction properties . Here, NDNFS-RLRNN
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Fig. 5. Interest load performance of NDNFS-RLRNN and ASF under the
ProbCache and LRU cache policy for different catalogue sizes. The cache
size of each node is fixed at 10 data objects. Content popularity is modelled
according to the Mandelbrot-Zipf (MZipf) distribution with the settings, p =
5.0, α ∈ [0.6, 1.2]. The results reported are the average of 5 randomized
simulation runs.

provides an average performance improvement of about 31%
over ASF for the considered catalogue sizes. These results
suggest that when caching is effective, NDNFS-RLRNN can
take better advantage compared with ASF.
Finally, due to limited space, we only report the overhead
results under the ProbCache policy in Fig. 5. Fig. 5 shows
that NDNFS-RLRNN delivers the improvements in the hit
rates with significantly lower overhead; ASF incurs more than
double the overhead measured for NDNFS-RLRNN.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND F URTHER W ORK
This paper has addressed Information Centric Networks in
the framework of Named Data Networking (NDN). We have
proposed an adaptive forwarding strategy, NDNFS-RLRNN
for the NDN architecture which employs an on-line algorithm
in order to forward Interest packets. Our proposed approach
is dynamic and does not persist on the links put forward by
the routing protocol, so that it may better recognize the role
of the forwarding plane to take advantage of the in-network
caching capability of the NDN architecture.

Our experiments suggest that when in-network caching is
effective, NDNFS-RLRNN strategy can achieve better delivery than a strategy that persists on the existing static routing
layer preferences. Future work will focus on evaluating our
approach for congested systems, and also in the presence
denial of service attacks. Such evaluations can also lead to
improvements in the adaptive on-line policy and result in
a better evaluation of the computational overhead of our
adaptive on-line approach.
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